We present a distributed cloud computing system that is being used for the simulation and analysis of data from the BaBar experiment. The clouds include academic and commercial computing sites across Canada and the United States that are utilized in a unified infrastructure. Users retrieve a virtual machine (VM) with pre-installed application code; they modify the VM for their analysis and store it in a repository. The users prepare their job scripts as they would in a standard batch environment and submit them to a Condor job scheduler. The job scripts contain a link to the VM required for the job. A separate component, called Cloud Scheduler, reads the job queue and boots the required VM on one of the available compute clouds. The system is able to utilize clouds configured with various cloud Infrastructure-as-a-Service software such as Nimbus, Eucalyptus and Amazon EC2. We find that the analysis jobs are able to run with high efficiency even if the data is located at distant locations. We will show that the distributed cloud system is an effective environment for user analysis and Monte Carlo simulation.
Introduction
For a period of approximately nine years, the BaBar High Energy Physics experiment, based at the SLAC National Linear Accelerator Laboratory in Stanford, California amassed approximately one petabyte of experimental data, another one petabyte of simulated data, and approximately nine million lines of C++ and Fortan programming code. Though the collection of experimental data ended in 2008, the analysis of the data is expected to continue for many years. This scenario poses a problem common to all computationally intensive scientific research: how do we maintain the computational capability for an experiment when its highly complex systems outlive the ageing computing infrastructure on which it depends?
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud computing is emerging as a new way to provide computing to the research community and a possible solution for the preservation of scientific data and application operability. The growing interest in clouds can be attributed in part to the ease with which complex research applications can be encapsulated within Virtual Machines (VMs) providing, among others, the following benefits:
1. Shielding applications from changing technology. As new servers and devices become available, operating systems are required to incorporate new software drivers. Additionally, operating systems and other software needs to be continually updated to remain free from vulnerability and maintain security. Lack of support for old systems renders them impractical to run on "bare metal", yet support for older applications like BaBar on the latest operating systems will not be provided. Virtualization provides a safe haven by shifting the responsibility for hardware support and security to the hypervisor.
Separation of responsibilities.
Installing and operating a complex scientific application like BaBar requires a high degree of application knowledge and technical competence. This task is usually accomplished by more than one individual, a system administrator and an application specialist, forcing each to know something of the other's responsibilities. The introduction of virtualization into this scenario can bring relief to both parties. For the system administrator, it can allow the provision of a generic infrastructure or "cloud" running virtual machines. For the applications specialist, they can encapsulate their application once and employ the services of many resource providers.
3. Insulation from the management policies. Clouds are considered to be a solution to some of the problems encountered with early adaptations of grid computing where the site retains control over the resources and the user must adapt their application to the local operating system, software and policies. This often leads to difficulties, especially when a single resource provider must meet the demands of multiple projects or when projects cannot conform to the configuration of the resource provider. IaaS clouds offer a solution to these challenges by delivering computing resources using virtualization technologies. Users lease the resources from the provider and install their application software within a virtual environment. This frees the providers from having to adapt their systems to specific application requirements and removes the software constraints on the applications.
Today, open source virtualization software such as Xen [1] and KVM [2] are incorporated into many Linux operating system distributions, resulting in the use of VMs for a wide variety of applications. Sometimes, special purpose servers, particularly those requiring high availability or redundancy, are built inside VMs making them independent of the underlying hardware and allowing them to be easily moved or replicated. Often, applications running within VMs incur little or no performance degradation [3] . Studies have shown, for example, that particle physics application code runs equally well in a VM as on the native system [4] .
In most cases, it is easy for a user or a small project to create their virtual machine (VM) images and run them on IaaS clouds. However, the complexity rapidly increases for projects with large user communities and significant computing requirements. This can be simplified by attaching the VMs to a job scheduler and utilizing the VMs in a batch environment. The Nimbus Project [5] has developed the one-click cluster solution, which provides a batch system on multiple clouds using one type of VM [6] .
Even so, the deployment, management, and utilization of many VMs in IaaS clouds can be labour intensive. With the introduction of the Repoman repository manager [7] and Cloud Scheduler [8] resource manager, we further simplify the management of VMs and use of IaaS clouds by providing new functionality. Repoman provides authenticated access to a virtual machine image repository and allows users to create, modify, execute, share, and delete VM images. Cloud Scheduler provides virtual resource management on any number of academic and commercial clouds 1 , executing and terminating VM images as required by jobs within the Condor [9] queues.
In this paper we present the architectures of both the interactive and batch environments created for BaBar analysis and simulation, highlighting the roles of Repoman and Cloud Scheduler. We will show the interaction of a user to create an image and present results of a significant simulation run.
System Architecture
This section provides overviews of the interactive and batch systems. Though these systems have common components, for clarity, they are described independently. Fig. 1 illustrates the major components of the interactive system. No particular requirements are placed upon the configuration of the user's workstation beyond the ability to remote shell login in to the head node and interact with a command line interface. However, the user may choose to install an environment similar to the head node (see below) and interact with the rest of the system without the aid of the head node's services. The head node is provided for the user's convenience and is configured with a standard Linux distribution (e.g. Scientific Linux 5.x), GSI (e.g. myproxy-init) and interactive VM (e.g. repoman, vm-run, etc.) tool sets and provides home and X509 certificate directories for each user. The Repoman image repository manager is used to control access to the VM image repository based on the user, group, and image meta-data that it
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Processing BaBar data in distributed clouds C. Leavett-Brown implements and maintains. It will support any back-end file system capable of providing storage and retrieval of large (20GB) sequential VM image files. With regard to the IaaS cloud, it is recommended that a dedicated node, or at least some number of VM slots, be reserved to allow a timely response to interactive VM requests.
The following description, with reference to Fig. 1 , illustrates how the interactive system operates:
• The user logs in to the head node to access the interactive VM tool set.
• The user establishes an X509 proxy certificate in order to interact with the Repoman image repository manager. The preferred method is to use myproxy-init and myproxy-logon commands (or just myproxy-init -L command) to establish proxy credentials, but authentication could also be achieved without a MyProxy [10] server using a grid-proxy-init command instead.
• The vm-run command, issued from the head node, is used to initiate an interactive VM. It calls the IaaS cloud interface to deploy the VM and, by default, executes the bbrA52 image, though the user may select another image if they so choose. IaaS propagates the image from
Processing BaBar data in distributed clouds C. Leavett-Brown the repository, assigns an IP address, adds the user's public key to the root user's authorized keys, deploys and boots the new VM. On completion of the image boot, the IP address of the VM is returned to the user so that they may log in.
• The user logs in to the interactive VM as root. With full privileges, the user may modify the environment, add or remove software, develop and install custom code. Normally, changes to the environment are discarded when a VM is shutdown, but in this environment, the user can interact with Repoman to save it.
• In order to do this, the user must first establish X509 credentials on the interactive VM, then issue the repoman save command to save a copy of the current environment as a new VM image. Each time the repoman save command is used the user must specify an image name, allowing the user to create one or more images with different configurations.
• Once images are saved in the image repository, they can be used interactively via the vm-run command or referenced from a Condor job file for batch processing.
The Batch System
The following description, with reference to Fig. 2 , illustrates how the batch system operates:
• The user will need to establish X509 proxy credential in order to use the batch system. For further discussion regarding X509 credentials, see the Interactive System description above.
• The user prepares and submits Condor job files to a Condor job scheduler. The job file is a standard Condor job file [11] with a number of additional parameters to define the cloud resources required. Jobs requiring cloud resources will remain in a Condor queue until a VM of the required type becomes available; an agent is needed to initiate appropriate cloud resources.
• The Cloud Scheduler periodically scans the Condor queues looking for jobs waiting for cloud resources. It can be configured [12] to utilize one or more geographically distributed clouds. When a job is found, Cloud Scheduler selects a cloud, contacts its IaaS interface requesting the deployment of a VM with the required image, processors, memory, network and storage. Cloud Scheduler will continue issuing deployment requests until either all jobs have been satisfied or all resources have been utilized.
• In response to a deployment request, the IaaS cloud software selects a compute node within the cloud, directing its worker node to initiate a VM.
• The selected compute node copies the image from the image repository, contextualizes the image by inserting job scheduler location, public keys and X509 credentials, and then directs the node's hypervisor to deploy the VM.
• The node's hypervisor deploys the VM and boots the image.
• At the completion of the boot process, a Condor initialization script registers the new VM, together with its attributes, with the Condor job scheduler. The Condor job scheduler is now able to dispatch matching jobs to the newly registered VM. A single VM may process many jobs. As jobs complete and resources become available on the VM, the job scheduler will dispatch other matching jobs to the VM.
• Eventually, the Condor job queue will be drained of jobs matching a particular running VM. During its periodic scanning of the Condor queues, Cloud Scheduler detects when VMs are no longer required and directs the corresponding cloud to terminate the redundant VM.
• During VM shutdown, a Condor termination script deregisters the VM with the Condor job scheduler.
• After a short interval to allow the shutdown to complete, the hypervisor is directed to destroy the VM releasing resources for other required VM deployments.
Data Management
Other services included in the interactive and batch systems are data management services, web caching servers to improve image propagation times, and monitoring services to gather statistics and aid in problem diagnosis.
The data repository and the back-end filesystem for the image repository are both hosted on Lustre [13] filesystems. We operate two independent Lustre filesystems, one in Ottawa and one in Victoria. Both filesystems are configured with multiple bonded gigabit ethernet private networks and provide the full range of file services to the local servers. Access to the data and image repositories is through single gigabit ethernet public networks and provided by front-end services. For the data repository, read-only access to BaBar data from the wide area network (WAN) is provided by XRootD [14] . XRootD is an integral component of the BaBar application suite. For the image repository, storage and retrieval of images is through the Repoman server using the HTTP/HTTPS protocols. Fig. 3 shows use of the batch system by a BaBar user developing an analysis in February 2011. The colours within the graph indicate the location of starting and running VMs on the various clouds. This was the first attempt to use the interactive and batch systems in concert and was characterized by three distinct periods of activity.
Analysis with User Developed Images
In period one, the system functionality was tested using all available resources. The highest column in this period indicates that we managed to initiate and run up to 180 VMs on five distributed clouds geographically dispersed across North America. The five distributed clouds are operated by five administrative domains and are composed of two distinct types. Nimbus clouds are provided by the UVIC HEP Research Computing and by Compute Canada both located at the University of Victoria, Canada, by the National Research Council Canada in Ottawa, and by FutureGrid [15] in Chicago. The Amazon EC2 cloud that we used is located in North Virginia. For period one, the image repository was located in Ottawa, and the data repository was located in Victoria. Although we were able to boot VMs and process data on all available resources, the period was plagued with lengthy image propagation times and poor I/O performance. A networking issue
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Processing BaBar data in distributed clouds C. Leavett-Brown on the link between Ottawa and Victoria was the primary cause. With the need to continue our development and the uncertainty of a timely resolution to the networking issue, we decided to reorganize and reconfigure the system to avoid the problem for the following two periods. However, this networking issue was resolved early in March. Period two is characterized by typical start/stop activity as the user developed their analysis image and the configuration was adjusted to give the best possible user experience. The image repository was moved to Victoria and various combinations of cloud resources were tried. Also, a Squid web caching server was used in Victoria to improve image propagation times. Although this technology looks promising, aggregate propagation times reduced from three hours to less than half an hour, further development and other technologies need to be explored.
Period three encompasses successful analysis achieved with a user developed VM image. A combination of three distributed clouds were employed peaking at 60 VMs to execute over 600 jobs and process many billions of BaBar events.
Simulation Production
Monte Carlo Simulation of BaBar data is a centrally controlled process. Sites wishing to contribute simulated data to the collaboration must run a benchmark suite on each node and validate the results before a data segment allocation will be granted. In this case, a single VM image was configured with BaBar and validated at each of the three sites used. Fig. 4 shows the results of the simulation run between February 23 and March 7, and highlights job submissions occurring on the 23rd, 1st and 4th totalling nearly 5000 jobs. The batch system peaked at 149 concurrently running jobs and a maximum queue depth of nearly 3200 jobs. Approximately 2100 jobs of five hours duration were completed before the system had to be halted for scheduled network maintenance. Production was terminated with a simple condor_rm command which removed the remaining jobs from the Condor queue.
The view for users is simple and straightforward; they prepare job files and use standard Condor commands to submit, list, and manage their workload. The system view is a little more complicated. Fig. 5 shows the same run from the system point of view. In this case we see that the workload was spread across three distributed clouds, in Chicago, Ottawa, and Victoria, that resources were added on four different occasions, and that the system took a number of unexpected outages.
These service interruptions can be divided into four categories. On the 24th and the 3rd, nodes had to be rebooted because of hardware problems including one motherboard replacement. On the 25th and the 2nd, IP reallocations and DHCP server restarts caused the shutdown and redeployments of multiple VMs at their respective sites. On the 4th, the resources leases on the Victoria cloud expired. By default, Nimbus leases resources for seven days. This event on the Victoria cloud, occurring exactly seven days after its DHCP server restart, caused all the VMs to be restarted. Finally, on the 5th we see VMs being restarted on all three clouds. This event was caused by the inefficient method by which we submitted the 2500 jobs on that day. Normally, jobs are submitted individually, but Condor does allow many jobs to be submitted in a single batch with much less overhead. When Condor is processing job submissions it is unable to process other requests. Our submission of 2500 jobs individually took nearly six hours and effectively caused a denial of Condor service to Cloud Scheduler. With Cloud Scheduler unable to inspect the Condor queues for more than five hours, it began to free up cloud resources and the problem was only rectified when we stopped submitting jobs to the queue.
In all cases, the batch system responds the same way to all outages and uses the standard Condor approach to handling evicted jobs; they are re-queued for execution. In our case, we do not use check-pointing and the job is merely restarted.
Conclusion
Acknowledging that the underlying systems are complex and the use cases presented are not flawless, we believe the two systems presented provide excellent utility, producing results for users with ease. Images created with the interactive system were used to analyze real data, and data simulated with the batch system is contributed to the BaBar collaboration. We also believe that these systems could provide excellent utility for other applications.
The interactive and batch systems described in this paper provide effective means for using distributed clouds for both VM image development by end users and for batch production. The systems have proved themselves to be flexible, scalable, reliable, fault-tolerant and easy to use.
Two of the components, Cloud Scheduler and Repoman, provide capabilities that were not previously available. All the components used, including those written by our group, are freely available as open source projects and could be used to replicate or adapt the two systems for other applications.
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